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Play area for  
children at the refuge  
with new softfall
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Mission, Vision and Values

Who we are

Kara House supports the rights of women and children  
to live in safety and without fear of violenceOUR MISSION

Kara House is a specialist family violence service providing safe and secure  
accommodation and outreach services to women and children experiencing  
family violence. We deliver real outcomes for our community’s most vulnerable,  
empowering women and children with informed choices, person-centred  
support services and a steadfast focus on creating a safer future.

To provide support to women and their children impacted by  
family violence. We do this by:

• Advocating on behalf of our diverse client base and the family  
violence sector

• Being responsive and adaptable in service delivery
• Actively collaborating for a sustainable future
• Contributing towards changing the story around wider awareness  

of domestic and family violence

OUR VISION

OUR VALUES

Art and  
Wellbeing  
in refuge

In our community and sector  
we value:

• Respect and acceptance for 
those who access our services

• Empowerment of women  
and children

• Resilience
• Children’s safety and wellbeing
• Access and equity

Within our Kara House team  
we value:

• Respect and acceptance  
of our colleagues

• Working together as a team
• Environment for growth  

and learning
• Flexibility
• Diversity
• Continuous improvement



What we do

Kara House is a specialist family violence service with 
a 42 year history of providing support to victims of 
domestic and family violence. Services include, family 
violence risk assessment and safety planning, the  
provision of secure crisis accommodation, case  
management support, information, referral and  
community education.  

Kara House provides services to women and their 
children affected by domestic and family violence  
under the guiding principle that all women and  
children should have the right to live free from  
family violence, harassment, discrimination and 
abuse. Kara House operates from a trauma informed, 
feminist and intersectional perspective using  
best practice.

As part of the Victoria women’s refuge service system 
we provide highly secure accommodation for  
women and their children who are in need of  
relocation to ensure their safety and support them 
with specialist crisis services that respond to their 
specific needs. In the wider community we support 
women and children who are residing in transitional 
housing or their own accommodation with support 
services and education programs to develop their 
long-term resilience. We encourage and empower 
women to make well-informed choices which help 
them transition out of our service and into lives  
free of violence.

Who we work with

Kara House provides information, advice  
and support to all women about family  
violence including:

• Single women

• Women with children

• Women with disabilities

• Young women

• Older women

• Women from culturally and linguistically  
diverse backgrounds

• Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander

• Women who identify as LGBTIQ 
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Contact details

Contact details
Kara House Inc
W:      karahouse.org.au
P:       1800 900 520
E         admin@karahouse.org.au
H:       Monday to Friday 9.00pm – 5.00pm 
A:       P.O. Box 308 Burwood, VIC 3125
ABN:  20 305 139 734

Below: 
Christmas  
hampers for  
clients donated  
by Full Gospel  
Assembly 
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Mission, Vision and Values

Message from the Chair

Kara House has weathered a year like none before in 2020.  
Every aspect of our work has been touched by Covid-19, with this  
pandemic having greatest impact on the most vulnerable in our society.

Our team has pivoted everything that we do – from how we deliver our services, to how we support our team,  
to how the board manages our business. It is with some pride that we reflect on the continued quality of our  
work as well as our support and outreach innovations.

We’ve learned this year the value we place on our human connections. The Board of Kara House has had a couple 
of our members move on to other things, and we have welcomed new members. This year we have reviewed and 
updated our constitution, and have been ensuring everything is in order for our accreditation in 2021. As a Board 
we are reflecting intently on what our future looks like as in 2021 we hope to see the build completion of our new 
purpose-built facility. Our Board has been focused on understanding the latest research and thought leadership  
in domestic and family violence, in order to ensure we keep our strategy forward thinking.  

The Board recognises the huge efforts of our Kara House Team – from our client facing team members, our finance, 
admin, and development folks have all been stretched and challenged this year.  We all rely on the calm expertise 
of Veronica Coleman, managing the service with a steady hand throughout a year with a surprise around every 
corner.  Thank you all for your contributions to the team.

It’s with great gratitude that we call out the enormous generosity of our many donors and the excellent ongoing 
relationship with have with DHHS. We have had all of the PPE needed to keep our staff and clients safe. Our linen 
packs, kitchen packs, and wellness packs all make a huge difference to our clients and our donors have really  
supported these offerings. The Board sincerely thanks all of our donors, and we look forward to  
a new year working together for Kara House and our clients. 

Catherine Lockstone

Chair  
Kara House Board

“We’ve learned  
  this year the value  
  we place on our  
  human connection.”
  CATHERINE
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Above:  
Kara House 
Board meetings  
conducted virtually

Above:
Celebrating  
International  
Women’s Day  
breakfast  
with supporters

Above:  
Walk Against  
Violence  
in central  
Melbourne

The Board of  
Kara House is comprised 
of volunteers from  
diverse backgrounds  
but all with a common 
passion for the safety 
and wellbeing of  
women and children.
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Message from the Manager

2020 has been an interesting year for many and certainly for Kara House.  
Although the first half of the financial year was progressing well, the impact  
of the COVID-19 pandemic raised inevitable challenges in the second half.  

Like numerous organisations in the family violence 
and broader welfare sector, Kara House has had to 
modify how we provide services to clients. It is a  
testament to the team at Kara House that everyone 
has adapted according to client need and we  
continue to provide a quality service, albeit  
remotely in most cases. 

The most significant modification to practise we have 
had to manage, is the limit on the number of women 
and children we accommodate in refuge. Communal 
living was identified very early on as a significant risk 
and therefore client numbers have been restricted, 
for the safety of clients and staff. Family violence  
victims, along with people experiencing homelessness 
have been accommodated in motels for their safety 
and support has been provided directly to people in 
these settings. 

Similarly, we made the decision to suspend student 
placements and our family violence support group 
in the community, we plan on recommencing these 
activities later in the year. While some activities were 
suspended, others, with the assistance of our donors, 
were ramped up. While our primary role is the  
provision of specialist family violence support, during 
this crisis we have also had the responsibility to 
ensure our clients remain informed of the COVID-19 
restrictions, and importantly, understand they can 
reach out for emotional support regarding the 
lockdown. While face-to-face support has decreased 
for the moment, the amount of emotional support 
provided by Kara House has increased. In addition  
to this, we have provided women and children with  
hygiene packs, masks, and wellbeing gifts and  
activities. Much of this made possible by the  
generosity of our donors. 

If we look at the positives to come out of this experience, 
our staff team, always flexible and supportive of each 
other, has become more cohesive. Staff have also  
undertaken a significant amount of training and we 
have embraced technology for communicating with 
clients. This has included the provision of Art Therapy  
in the refuge via online meeting applications, an 
important therapeutic aid for those clients impacted 
by lockdown during their refuge stay. 

Unfortunately, the new Kara House development 
stalled as COVID-19 impacted the construction industry. 
As I write we are hopeful that building will commence 
shortly and 2021 should see us operational.   

Kara House is due to undergo Accreditation in  
February 2021 and preparation for this is underway. 
As with everything else some aspects of this  
preparation are testing us, especially as members  
of the team continue to work remotely. 

In the last year we have had some long-term staff 
members move on to progress their careers and have 
welcomed two new team members. The orientation 
and induction of these new workers has very much 
been a team effort and I am pleased to report that 
they have quickly become valued team members.  
As I write the COVID-19 numbers are steadily trending 
downwards, the sun is shining, and we have renewed 
hope that things can start to return to normal.

All of us at Kara House thank our donors and  
supporters; without you so many of the extras we 
provide our clients would not be possible. I would 
also like to thank the Board of Kara House for their  
focus on the provision of innovation and their  
unwavering support of the Kara House team. 
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SayItOutLoud is an Australian initiative to  
encourage people from the LGBTIQ  communities to start 

talking about their relationships. The Say It Out Loud  
website is a world first online resource focused on  

recognising LGBTIQ relationships and provides domestic  
and family violence educational and awareness raising  

resource for LGBTIQ people, their friends, family and  
community and for professionals who work  

with individuals from the LGBTIQ community.

In May 2020, Kara House successfully applied to become the 
organisations Victorian partner. The role will involve liaising with 

LGBTIQ organisations and services in Victoria to provide  
content for the website. Currently there is no central resource 

in Victoria that includes information that recognises and  
discusses the uniqueness of LGBTIQ , as well as providing   

services, support and upcoming community events.

The aim in of the initiative is to assist the LGBTIQ individuals to 
recognise and develop healthy and respectful relationships.  
Part of this is providing extensive information and resources  

for those who are or know someone who is experiencing  
domestic and family violence. For over 15 years Kara  

House has been committed to providing specialist  
support to LGBTIQ individuals and we understand  

the importance of developing a central resource  
for LGBTIQ  victims in Victoria. We look forward  

to collaborating with existing and new  
partners to develop a central resource  

that recognize the individuality  
LGBTIQ relationships and respond  

with the appropriate resources.

Finally, thanks go to the Kara House 
team. This year when the going 
got tough, all team members, from 
those who support clients, through 
to finance, admin and development, 
supported each other while  
continuing to provide  
exceptional service. 

Veronica Coleman

Manager 
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“It is a testament to  
  the team at Kara  
  House that everyone 
  has adapted according 
  to client needs.”
    VERONICA
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Mission, Vision and Values

2019-20 in review

Supported with 
advice, emotional 
support, secure 
accommodation, 
safety planning and 
referral to other  
specialist services

55 women and 33  
children requested  
high security  
accommodation  
in our refuge

Supported with 
specialist children’s 
services and  
trauma-informed 
interventions

10% of women  
presented with no  
access to any income  
while 77% of clients  
received only Centrelink  
or a government  
pension/allowance

Women between 
25 and 40 years 
requested  
support services.

Clients stay as  
long as 10 weeks  
with the average 
stay being 3-4 weeks

Each year Kara House provides specialist  
services to women and children no matter  
what their background. 311  

Women  

171  
Children  

10%
No  

income 88
Sought  
refuge 

68%
Aged  

25 to 45

10
Weeks
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36% of women  
supported were from  
46 different cultural and  
linguistic backgrounds
61% Identified as Australian
3% Aboriginal and Torres 
Strait Islander

Older women experience 
greater difficulties with  
housing and job prospects 
and significantly reduced 
superannuation funds 

Provided support  
to women  
while pregnant

76% of Clients presented with  
a mental health diagnosis
38% with 2 or more diagnosis
38% with 1 or more diagnosis
45 clients presented with  
suicidal thoughts

Resulting in clients 
experiencing severe 
financial hardship  
and the erosion of  
self confidence

Clients presented  
with a disability  

Viewed through an intersectional lens, many  
of our clients are additionally disadvantaged  
as they sit at the intersection of multiple  
social and political identities, such as class, 
race, culture, religion and disability.  
Acknowledging intersectionality and ensuring 
individual clients are treated with dignity and 
respect and as experts of their own lived  
experience is a priority for Kara House. 36%

CALD 
Background

13  
Pregnancies 

76%
Mental  
illness12%

Older 
women

88%
Unemployed

6%
Disability
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Mission, Vision and Values

Our service delivery

Kara House provides the highest level of support that responds to the needs  
of clients, no matter what stage they are at their recovery journey. We work in  
prevention providing information and support to clients who are in an abusive  
situation. For those in crisis we assist with secure accommodation and safety  
management. For those who are re-establishing their lives we can provide  
education and support to help them work towards a better future.

Secure crisis accommodation

Kara House offers secure short-term crisis  
accommodation in our refuge property for women 
and children experiencing family violence and  
who seek to increase their personal safety. Our 
Specialist Family Violence Practitioners provide 
intensive case management, safety planning,  
emotional support, referrals and Material Aid  
to assist clients during the initial crisis.  

 
Crisis outreach 

Kara House assists Safe Steps Family Violence  
Response Centre to provide material aid and  
emotional support to women and children  
residing in motel while they await a refuge bed.  
We also offer these crisis services to ensure  
the safety of vulnerable women and children  
experiencing family violence in their own  
accommodation in the community.

55 women  
and 33 children  

were provided with  
high security  

accommodation  
in our refuge

Specialist children’s services

Kara House provides trauma-informed services and 
programs, which prioritise the safety of children  
impacted by family violence. Through an initial  
assessment, our Specialist Family Violence Practitioner  
is able to identify the unique requirements of each 
child and develop a case plan that puts in place 
supports, referrals and linkages with other services 
to deliver the most effective outcomes. We partner 
collaboratively with Child Protection, Medical  
professionals, schools and Maternal/Child Health 
centres to deliver innovative solutions. 

152 outreach  
visits were made  
to women and  

children residing in  
hotels waiting for a  

place in a refuge

“Thanks for helping  
  me not move from 
  place to place.” 
  FEEDBACK FROM CLIENT  
   WHO SECURED PRIVATE  
   RENTAL ACCOMMODATION

171 children  
were provided  
with specialist  
services and  

support

Specialist 
Children’s  
activity
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Transitional housing and  
ongoing stable accommodation

Kara House works with women exiting refuge to find  
pathways into more stable accommodation in the 
community. Wherever possible Kara House will  
nominate clients leaving refuge for transitional  
properties through housing managers. Transitional  
housing is short-term accommodation, which  
provides women and children leaving refuge with 
greater independence and ongoing support and  
services while looking for longer-term housing  
options. Equally for many of our clients we are  
able to assist them to find secure accommodation  
in private rental in the community.  

Community outreach

Kara House provides support to women and children 
in the wider community. We respond to referrals 
from other sector organisations or direct contact 
from clients and provide services that assist women 
who are re-establishing themselves as they live  
independently in community. Outreach services  
provide support services and education programs  
to support women with solutions and strategies  
to make informed choices for the future. 

LGBTIQ Specialist Services
Kara House responds to direct contact or referrals for 
LGBTIQ community members experiencing domestic 
violence. We have a specialist understanding of the 
complexities of domestic violence and its affects on 
the LGBTIQ community. We offer crisis accommodation 
and support for same sex attracted women who are 
experiencing abuse in a relationship. We also provide 
ongoing outreach support and advice to anyone  
identifying as lesbian, transgender, gay, bi-sexual  
intersex or queer. We have strong connections with  
organisations whose services are specific to the  
LGBTIQ community.

Secondary consultations

Kara House provides secondary consultations for  
professionals and other services who are working 
with clients who are experiencing family violence.  
We provide a specialist assessment over the  
phone or meet to discuss and assess the client’s  
situation. Secondary consultations are available  
to provide assessment and advice regarding the 
LGBTIQ community. 
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Below: 
Kara House stall  
at Midsumma  
Festival in  
January 2020

197 women  
were provided  
with outreach  

services in the wider 
community



Age appropriate  
craft packs for  
children donated  
by Rotary
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Our response to COVID-19

For all of us, 2020 has been challenging as we change the way we work and live.  
Through innovation and flexibility, Kara House continued to provide safety and  
support for women and children impacted by family violence while prioritising  
the health and safety of our clients and the team. 

From day one, the immediate challenge was face-to-
face contact. A welcoming face, personal touch and 
empathy have always been essential to the emotional 
response we provide to clients and we had to radically 
adapt to a new way of working with clients. Usually 
our team spends a lot of physical time with clients 
transporting them to meetings, shopping, court, 
Centrelink appointments and school as we help them 
re-establish themselves in a new area. Other than 
essential appointments, all of this support had to 
be provided at a distance – our team transitioned to 
phone and FaceTime support. When clients moved 
into new accommodation we provided them with 
a taxi voucher and remained on the phone from a 
distance to assist them through the process.

Kara House is a shared refuge and in line with  
government guidelines, we drastically reduced the 
numbers in the refuge to allow family units to reside 
in defined areas. We immediately increased the 
professional cleaning of the refuge and provided the 
appropriate equipment to clients to ensure their 
safety of each family group. Upon arrival, each family 
received their own new kitchen equipment, cleaning 
and hygiene packs.

By mid March, all administration staff had shifted to 
working remotely to enable the core support team to 
remain on site and meet social distancing protocols. 
With our IT support we were able to establish team 
members at home and developed additional policies 
and procedures to ensure continuity and consistency 
of service delivery to clients.

Historically we have relied on the community to 
supply us with a steady flow of Material Aid to meet 
our clients needs. Unfortunately in March we needed 
to put physical donations on hold to ensure the team 

and office remained COVID-safe. The community 
immediately responded to our needs, and financial 
donations started to come in which allowed us to set 
up the COVID-19 response fund to assist our clients 
to face the crisis.

We worked closely with mothers to help them 
navigate the challenges of remote learning for their 
children. We secured grants and donations to  
provide students with the necessary tablets, personal 
computers and internet connections to allow them  
to easily work from home. Utilising our close  
collaborations with schools in our area, we were  
able to support families to meet the challenges.

 

Women make up  
61% of Victorian  
COVID-19 job losses

An increase to over  
200 calls to Victoria 
police seeking help

Increase in appearances 
by women at the  
magistrates court

61%
Job  

losses 

200+
Police 
calls

50%
Increase in 

court

Women have experienced greater  
effects during the COVID-19 crisis
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Our initial response  
in the first three months  

of the COVID-19 crisis

21 Wellbeing Packs for women

30 Children’s Craft Packs 

10 Hygiene packs for children 

20 Individual refuge kitchen packs 

36 Transport vouchers

Upgrade in hygiene stations  
in refuge  and office

Upgrade in IT to  
improve connectivity 

We have always relied on the  
community to help us and once again 
our donors reached out, enabling us to 
provide appropriate responses to the 
challenges of the COVID-19 crisis. 

COVID-19 Response fund

Donations from organisations and individuals allowed 
us to set up the COVID-19 Response Fund in April. 
which enabled us able to provide additional material 
aid to our clients. Thank you to Lions Club of Blackburn, 
Lions Club of Nunawading, Lions club of Box Hill and 
the many individuals who contributed to the fund.

Help from the community

To meet guidelines, our Specialist Family Violence 
Practitioners had to limit face-to-face contact and we 
were unable to transport our clients to appointments 
We received a Community Grant from StreetSmart, 
enabling our clients get to important appointments 
by providing them with TAXI VOUCHERS, PETROL 
VOUCHERS and MOBILE PHONE CARDS. 

The Members at Monash Blues Football Club have 
a long history of supporting women and children 
impacted by family violence. On May 31st they held 
the ISOLATION CHARITY RUN with all proceeds going 
to Kara House. They encouraged participants to make 
a donation and run 5km or 10km on the day. The 
money raised was used to purchase CRISIS CLOTHING 
PACKS to keep clients warm during winter.

Rotary contributed a wonderful donation that enabled 
us to purchase WELLBEING PACKS for women which 
included mindfulness colouring books, journals and 
other goodies. We also provided age appropriate 
CRAFT PACKS for children including craft projects, 
pencils, books and toys. Thanks to The Rotary Club 
of Box Hill Central for making the donation possible 
with the kindness of The Rotary Club of Box Hill,  
The Rotary Club of Nunawading, The Rotary Club 
of Mont Albert & Surrey Hills, The Rotary Club of 
Mitcham, The Rotary Club of Forest Hill and  
The Whitehorse Rotaract Club.

Below: 
Monash Blues  
Football Club  
Isolation  
Charity Run
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A welcoming face has been a key part of the emotional 
support we provide to women and children when 
they arrive at Kara House. The COVID-19 restrictions 
means face-to-face contact is very limited and over 
the last 15 weeks we have radically changed the way 
with work with our clients. 

Cheryl* is 42yo and was referred to Kara House with 
her 12yo daughter Cassie* for specialist family  
violence support. The perpetrator of Cheryl’s violence 
was her husband of 17 years and she was in urgent 
need of secure and safe accommodation. 

Due to COVID-19, Kara House as communal property 
has had to restrict to the number of clients that can 
be accommodated. Luckily we were soon able to  
locate a suitable transitional property nearby for 
Cheryl and Cassie that would provide them with  
safety for the coming months. 

Like other services, Kara House has limited face-to-face 
interaction with clients, only meeting with them 
when absolutely necessary. Therefore our first  
introduction to Cheryl was via the phone, completing 
risk assessment, safety planning and intake. We first 
met with her in person when she came into our office 
for intake. Currently we meet clients in our large 
conference room, standing at either end of the room 
using protective equipment and sanitiser. 

Normally the Family Violence Practitioners would  
personally drive families when they move from refuge 
and help settle them into their new accommodation. 
For Cheryl we used a taxi to transport her to the  
property, and from a distance we stayed on the phone 
with her while she settled into the house. We continue 
to support Cheryl and Cassie in the transitional  
property. To combat her sense of isolation, we make 
frequent phone calls to Cheryl to ascertain wellbeing 
and provide support. They have been linked into  
Telehealth, and have commenced counselling via zoom. 

We have applied for funding for stay-at-home school 
supplies for Cassie allowing her to continue her schooling 
and provided Cheryl with activities she can do with 
Cassie to assist with overcoming boredom. Thanks to 
generous donations we have been able to deliver food 
boxes, wellbeing, craft and hygiene packs to both Cheryl 
and Cassie. We wave to them from the driveway. 

Like everyone else, Cheryl and Cassie are looking  
forward to the end of COVID-19, but until then we 
will continue support them, but just a little differently. 
*Names changed

Cheryl and Cassie are 
looking forward to the 
end of COVID-19, but  
until then we will continue 
support them, but just  
a little differently.
 

CASE STUDY
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Listening to our clients

Kara House is committed to providing a high quality service.  
To do this, we regularly listen to our clients to understand how they  
use our services and what kind of impact the service has on their lives. 

This year Kara House undertook a review of our  
client feedback process against the DHHS Client Voice 
Framework. As part of the review, we have made 
significant changes to our feedback process, shifting  
to an online survey collector and improving the 
quality of questions. The online format has reduced 
errors, increased participation and improved  analysis 
of data. Where possible, tablets are now carried by 
practitioners to service locations allowing easy  
access to online forms. 

In January, Kara House facilitated its first round table 
discussion with a group of clients. Participants were 
randomly selected from a group of clients who had 
previously received services from Kara House but 
were now past the crisis stage. The facilitator had no 
previous contact with the clients and could remain 
neutral in the process of collecting feedback. We 
found clients were open and honest in their feedback, 
often engaging with each other to discuss their  
responses to questions. Not only did we collect  
valuable and informative feedback, but clients  
were also able to ask questions and learn more  
about Kara House, our organisational structure,  
funding model and governance. 

Clients were acknowledged for their expertise and 
appropriately remunerated for their time. We found 
the whole process very valuable, and will look at 
doing round-table discussions on a regular basis.

Our annual client review, which is usually a phone 
survey took place online this year and resulted in an 
increased response rate. We believe that our clients 
may have felt more comfortable providing feedback 
anonymously, addressing the power imbalance that 
may be present otherwise. 

Along with these improvements to the feedback  
process, Kara House has plans to incorporate the 
client voice into all aspects of service delivery,  
from design to review, based on our findings and  
recommendations from the DHHS Client Voice 
Framework. We will keep you updated on all  
of these improvements over the coming year  
in our newsletters. Stay tuned! 

 

“My case manager  
  was patient and  
  supportive.”

“ I am forever grateful for all 
   the help and support the Staff 
   member and all her team 
   have given my 2 children and I.    
   I don’t have any family in Australia,  
   I don’t know what I would do  
   and I would not be where I am  
   today without your help.” 

“Yes. It has been a 
   difficult adjustment 
   but I have found 
   my feet and worked  
   out how to do things 
   independently.”
 

 
    CLIENT FEEDBACK  
    FROM ROUND TABLE

 
    CLIENT FEEDBACK  
    FROM ROUND TABLE

 
    CLIENT FEEDBACK  
    FROM ROUND TABLE
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Educational programs

2020 has been an interesting year for many and certainly for Kara House.  
Although the first half of the financial year was progressing well, the impact  
of the COVID-19 pandemic raised inevitable challenges in the second half.  

MOVING ON Family Violence  
Support Group

MOVING ON is a free six-week family violence support 
group for women experiencing or have experienced 
by family violence living in the community. The group 
is aimed at women who are past the initial crisis and 
beginning to rebuild their lives. The primary aim of 
the group is to provide education and strategies that 
encourage the participants to recognise respectful  
relationships and make informed choices for  
themselves and their children in the future.

The group is a free six-week course facilitated by  
Specialist Family Violence Practitioners. Free childcare 
is provided onsite to help participants to concentrate 
on their own wellbeing. The group also integrates 
therapeutic practices like art and music therapy.  
Most importantly the group is a safe place to meet 
others in a similar situation and share thoughts  
and experiences.

Kara house has been conducting the group since 
2018 with great success and encouraging referrals 
from sector organisations. Participants reported  
that they felt safer and better informed about family 
violence. In 2019-20 year we were only able to run 
the group 3 times as it was placed on hold in March 
due to the COVID-19 restrictions.

On average, participants 
rated their expectations 
being met by the  
group at 91 (where 100  
indicates expectations 
were fully met).
SURVEY OF PARTICIPANTS

Below: 
Circle of hope  
created by women
participating in
MOVING ON
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Financial wellbeing 

Kara House has identified an  
opportunity for FINANCIAL WELLBEING,  

a 6-week pilot program, specifically  
developed to address the lack of financial  

literacy and disempowerment experienced 
by women impacted by family violence. The  
aim of the program is to engage participants  

in money conversations to dismantle  
existing barriers to financial independence, 
bring about better decision-making abilities  

and validate existing skills and knowledge, 
which will lead to financial empowerment.

The Program will offer a unique combination of 
financial capability tools underpinned with Kara 

House’s specialist insights into trauma and the 
lived experience of family violence survivors. 
Over six weeks, the program will engage the 

participants in a safe environment using  
interactive prompts and activities that  
encourage them to express their own  

thoughts and assist them to build  
good financial habits that provide  

stability for a brighter future.

We plan to run a pilot program in  
the first few months of 2021  

with a view to making it an asset  
to our recovery programs.

Art and Wellbeing

For victims of family violence, the impact of trauma 
can make it incredibly difficult to verbalise thoughts. 
Strong feelings of shame, humiliation, guilt and fear 
around speaking of the abuse can make it even more 
difficult for them to receive the support and direction 
they really need.

Our Art and Wellbeing Program provides an  
empowering outlet to process feelings and thoughts, 
by allowing them to express themselves through art 
rather than verbal language. Clients can make sense 
of traumatic memories and find their way through 
the chaos and raw emotion of abuse. Each fortnight, 
clients in the refuge participate in a two-hour session 
facilitated by an accredited Art Therapist and a Kara 
House Specialist Family Violence Practitioner.

In early March 2020 we implemented COVID-19  
restrictions which enabled us to continue to provide 
the Art and Wellbeing Program in the refuge using 
social distancing methods. To meet the challenges in 
late May we provided one-on-one sessions via Zoom. 
In 2021 we hope to implement a second program 
allowing us to provide the program to women in  
the wider community

Proudly supported by City of Whitehorse Community 
Grant and Whitehorse Community Chest

Left and above:  
Artwork created in  
Art and Wellbeing 
in refuge
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Mother Goose Program

We collaborate with other organisations in the City  
of Whitehorse to facilitate a Mother Goose group  
in our local community. Parent-Child Mother Goose  
is an evidence-based program that strengthens  
attachment and interaction between parents or  
carers and their young children by introducing them 
to the pleasure and power of using rhymes, songs 
and stories together. Our Specialist Family Violence 
Practitioner encourages appropriate Kara House  
clients to attend. Parent-Child Mother Goose is  
particularly suitable for parents and carers who  
need extra support because of their own personal  
or social circumstances, or because their children 
have special needs or are otherwise at risk. 

Community outreach

When clients come into refuge, they are usually tired, 
emotional and overwhelmed. Once in refuge, their 
days are filled with meetings, appointments and 
countless tasks, which often deplete their already low 
wellbeing reserves. In response, Kara House runs a 
Wellbeing Program for clients in refuge. The idea is  
to ‘take them away’ from their current situation by 
providing an opportunity to be creative and learn 
new skills. The activities provide social inclusion – 
particularly for those clients where English is not 
their first language. Some of the activities included 
this year were pizza making, seed planting, baking, 
painting and bottle decorating.

Children’s Wellbeing  
Program in refuge

For children in refuge, spending time away from their 
mother can provide respite from bearing witness to 
their mother’s emotions. Kara House run a Children’s 
Wellbeing Program that provides time to draw, listen 
to stories, sing and dance. The Specialist Family  
Violence Practitioner will prepare an age-appropriate 
activity, and run it either in the playroom or in the 
back garden. Some of the activities the children  
enjoyed this year included biscuit decorating, drip 
painting and drawing. The Practitioner, during the 
activity session, will take the opportunity to  
observe the children at play and can then provide 
feedback to the children’s mothers and where  
necessary, refer them to child-specific services.

Above  
and below:  
Children’s  
activity programs  
in refuge
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By leaving home, Leonie has given the boys a stable 
and secure future. Leonie* and her two boys, Evan* 
8yo and William* 6yo were referred to Kara House  
for crisis accommodation and support just at the  
beginning of the COVID restrictions. The perpetrator 
of the violence was Leonie’s husband and the father 
of the boys. At intake Leonie advised her Kara House  
Practitioner she was very worried about her children. 
Leonie said her husband isolated her and the children 
in the home, never allowing her to leave the home 
without him. She said, while he was not abusive  
towards the boys, he would hit her, shout at her,  
and call her names in front of them. Leonie advised 
the boys often complained of headaches and sore 
tummies, and didn’t want to go to school. She said 
they moved around a lot, and had already been to  
3 different schools and were always in trouble  
because of their behaviour. 

Our Specialist Family Violence Practitioner met with 
Leonie and the children to make an assessment and 
develop a case plan for both Evan and William. It was 
identified Evan was anxious with poor impulse control 

and was struggling with the most basic reading.  
While William appeared to be a timid boy with  
babyish behaviour and speech problems. Both boys 
were referred to the GP for a general check-up.  
William was diagnosed with hearing loss. 

To introduce the idea of returning to school after 
COVID, the Specialist Family Violence Practitioner  
liaised with the local school and arranged for some  
schoolwork to be sent to them. Using brokerage,  
laptops for each child was purchased, along with  
stationery and books. 

Evan was booked into Equine Therapy, and despite 
COVID restrictions has been able to participate  
weekly. Research has confirmed equine therapy  
can assist with reducing the symptoms of anxiety, 
building self-esteem, and provides the skills needed  
to control behaviour and promote social awareness.  
Evan loves it. 

William was referred to an Occupational Therapist who 
has been assisting him with meeting age-appropriate 
developmental milestones using sensory experiences. 
William has also been linked with an audiologist and 
is on the waiting list for a speech pathologist. Leonie 
and the boys are currently meeting with a psychologist 
who specialises in family counselling. 
*Names changed

CASE STUDY

While the boys were not  
directly abused by their  
father, they have, for most  
of their lives, witnessed  
the violence towards their 
mother and it appears to 
have taken a toll on their 
young lives. 
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Mission, Vision and Values

Material aid programs

These packs include luxury items to make the client feel comfortable.  
Items include sleep mask, water bottle, note book, ear plugs, colouring book, 
moisturisers and lip balm.

Welcome  
Packs  

for Women

Crisis Programs. When women and their children first become clients of Kara House,  
they often have left behind basics like clothing, toiletries and toys having fled an  
abusive situation. Whether we are visiting a client staying in Motel or a client is  
moving into refuge, it’s important that we respond effectively to their immediate  
physical needs and give them a sense of comfort. 

Toiletry Packs 
donated by 
Our Father’s 
Church

For children we like to provide a few basics like toothbrushes and toothpaste 
and well as colouring book, craft project, toys and colouring pencil. As we get 
to know them we have many toys and games on hand. 

Welcome  
Packs for  
Children

Toiletries are an immediate need. These packs include, toothbrushes, soap, 
shampoo conditioner, hair brush, basic makeup and hygiene products. 

Toiletry  
Packs 

We provide mothers and children clothing packs which include basics  
like tracksuits, hoodies, underwear, t-shirts and socks to keep them  
warm and comfortable. 

Crisis  
Clothing  

Packs

Everyone receives a box filled with staples enabling them to make a meal  
immediately for their children. We also have food on hand in the refuge  
as well as food vouchers.

Basic  
Food  
Packs
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Linen can be an expensive outlay so we provide separate packs for each 
family member that include, pillow, doona, sheets, towels, face washer,  
and mattress protector.

Linen 
Pack  

Program

Setting up a new kitchen from scratch is a huge undertaking so these  
packs include a dinner set, cutlery, toaster, kettle, cups, small microwave, 
vacumn cleaner, pots and pans.

Home  
Pack  

Program

To keep the new house clean and tidy we supply pegs, dishwashing  
detergent, bucket, broom, dustpan and brush, multipurpose  
spray and laundry detergent.

Cleaning  
Pack  

Program

Re-establishment Programs. A safe and secure home is fundamentally linked with  
wellbeing. It’s an isolating and distressing time, further impacted by the loss of financial 
security. For those who have experienced homelessness and displacement due to family 
violence, relocating to new, more stable accommodation is an important step in moving 
forward. To relieve the financial burden we provide the women and their families with 
Program Packs allowing them to re-direct their energy into providing a stable home  
for their children.

Above:  
Home Pack  
Program
Left:  
Linen Pack set 
up to welcome 
clients to refuge
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Community support

Each year we rely on the generosity of the community organisations to help us provide  
the best possible environment for the mothers and their children staying at Kara House.

DuluxGroup volunteer to repaint 
the bedsit apartment 

In mid-March the wonderful DuluxGroup Volunteer 
Group repainted the separate bedsit apartment at 
Kara House. The bedsit is a stand-alone unit which 
provides safe accommodation, particularly for women 
with young babies and toddlers so was in need of 
some upkeep.

We were delighted to receive the email from the  
DuluxGroup to say we had been chosen as a  
community project this year. Team leader Samodha 
Dharmasiri was on board from day one, understanding  
the difficulties of executing such a project as the  
refuge must remain private as well as appreciating  
our organisational commitment to uphold the least 
possible disruption to our clients in the refuge. 

The transformation to the bed-sit is amazing! The 
team of six volunteers worked right through the day 
to create a beautiful and fresh space ready for the 
current occupants, a mum with two children, to move 
back in the very next day. The best surprise was that 
not only did they repaint the bedsit but also repainted 
the outside courtyard creating a tranquil space for all 
our clients take some much needed time out.

“We had the fantastic opportunity to give back to  
our community by redecorating one of the temporary 
residence units at the Secure Accommodation Refuge 
of Kara House. A massive thank you to my team who 
worked tirelessly with such great enthusiasm  
converting the house to a home in one day.  
We are humbly proud to be able to make a small  
difference in someone’s life who is going through  
such a traumatic experience.”

Samohda Dharmasiri – Volunteer Team Leader  
– IT Project Coordinator DuluxGroup

Above and 
below:  
The DuluxGroup 
volunteer team 
hard at work
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New garden at the refuge 

The garden at the refuge is an important place for kids 
to play and mum’s to take time out from the busy  
refuge environment. The Rotary Club of Mont Albert 
and Surrey Hills assisted us to put in a new retaining 
wall and garden. The improvement is incredible and 
we look forward to planting it at the beginning of 
Spring. It has really opened up the area and improved 
the outlook from the refuge. Thank you to Anne,  
Nicole and Mick and all the Members of Rotary MASH.

Upcoming projects

New bathroom:  
Installation of a new family bathroom with 

the compliments of Sally Feeney Design 
and Reece. This has been a long-term 

project for Kara House, and again gives the 
residents of the refuge much more  
flexibility and independence while  

living in a shared space.

Washer/dryer in bedsit: 
Thanks to a donation from Lions club  

of Box Hill we will be able to install  
a separate washer dryer in the bedsit  

apartment. Currently bedsit client share  
the laundry with the main house clients.  

In the current crisis this will allow  
clients to remain isolated  

and long run provide a greater  
level of privacy.

Above and right:  
Before and after 
images of the new 
retaining wall in 
the refuge garden.
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Major donors

We would like to thank our Major  
Donors who have supported special  
programs and projects over the last year. 

Individual, business  
and organisational donors

We would like to thank the many individuals,  
businesses and organisations that have  
supported Kara House. Their generous donations 
and support have enabled Kara House to provide 
additional programs, services and resources  
to the women and children in our care.

• James Maurer

• Justice Victoria

• Stephen Crosby

• Andrea Dillion

• Knitting for the needy

• Ferntree Gully View Club

• Doncaster View Club

• Waverley Day View Club

• June Andrews

• Full Gospel Assembly Melbourne

• Lucy Walsh and Alex

• Mums supporting families in need

• The Thornbirds

• Halal Food Bank

• Probus Club of Mont Albert North

• Forest Hill College Leo Club

• Susanne Goldie

• Echelon Planning

• George Carmen

• Bethany Whitcher

• Margaret Morrissey

• Monash Blues Football Club

• The Lions Club of Blackburn

• The Lions Club of Box Hill

• The Lions Club of Nunawading

 

Proudly supported by

Blackburn South  
Community Bank®Branch

105-CB- Logo - Blackburn Sth 70x30.indd   1 9/3/10   11:09:03 AM
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Partner acknowledgment

DHHS

Kara House Board and Staff would like to thank the 
Department of Health and Human Services who  
provide our operational funding under the Funding  
and Service Agreement and to the Staff of the  
Department in the Eastern Region who have assisted 
with their donation collections and ongoing support.

Safe Steps
Kara House Board and Staff would like to thank Safe 
Steps Family Violence Response Centre who partner 
with us to support vulnerable women and children 
residing in motel while they await a refuge bed.  
Kara House continues to strengthen its valuable  
partnership with Safe Steps and associated services.

.

Our partners

We would like to thank the organisations and services 
below who we partner with to provide services. 

• DD Vic (Domestic Violence Victoria)

• Box Hill CIS

• Community Housing Ltd (CHL)

• Connections UnitingCare

• Anglicare Victoria

• EDVOS

• Eastern Community Legal Centre

• Box Hill Police

• Infoxchange

• Kerrimuir Primary School

• Box Hill North Primary School

• Eastern Access Community Health (EACH)

• Box Hill Medical Centre

• Centrelink

• Uniting Vic.Tas

• YWCA Australia

• Boorndawan Willam Aboriginal Healing Centre

• Burgess Family Centre

• Clota Cottage Neighbourhood House

• Connecting Up Inc.

• Domestic Violence Resource Centre (DVRC)

• Eastern Emergency Relief Network Inc (EER)

• InTouch Multicultural Centre Against  
Family Violence

• Salvocare Eastern

• The Migrant Information Centre  
(Eastern Melbourne)

• Women’s Housing Ltd (WHL)
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Above:  
Anne and 
Members of the 
Ferntree Gully 
View Club

Above:  
Walk Against 
Violence  
in central  
Melbourne

Above:  
Kind donation from  
the Blackburn South 
Community Bank 
for MOVING ON

Left:
Delivery of  
the wonderful  
‘Bag of Love“ from 
Impact for Women

Left:  
Sleepkits thanks  
to StreetSmart  
and Sheridan  
SleepSafe Program

Left:  
International 
Women’s Day 
Breakfast
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Kara House Inc  
ABN: 20 305 139 734 
Financial Statements  
For the year ended 30 June 2020

Financial Reports  
2019-20
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Supporting and empowering women  
and children impacted by family violence

Contact details
Kara House Inc
W:      karahouse.org.au
P:       1800 900 520
E         admin@karahouse.org.au
H:       Monday to Friday 9.00pm – 5.00pm 
A:       P.O. Box 308 Burwood, VIC 3125
ABN:  20 305 139 734


